SEPTEMBER

18 Arthur H. Roberts '92 delivers the first of three performances of "How to Give a Woman an Orgasm," a presentation on rape and safe sex sponsored by the Residence/Orientation Committee and the Dean for Student Affairs.

19 Members of the Revolutionary Justice Organization announce they will wait to release two hostages they are holding in Lebanon 'until the picture becomes clearer about the Israeli position and the United Nations moves." The statement dashes hopes that Jack Mann or Joseph Cicippio will be released.

23 Provost Mark S. Wrighton issues a memorandum to the Academic Council and department heads announcing a new program designed to increase the number of underrepresented minorities on the MIT faculty.

30 Margaret L. A. Mackay '65, dean for undergraduate education and mother of the undergraduate Opportunities Program, dies at the age of 47. President Charles M. Vest calls her "one of those rare individuals whose thoughts and actions transformed a great institution."

OCTOBER

5 Undergraduate Education Mitchell (OHio) says he hopes debate over Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas' judicial record can begin within the week. The Judiciary Committee had split 7-7 on the nomination vote.

7 The White House staff cites the lack of an effort by University of Oklahoma law professor Anita Hill that defense Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas with sexual harassment. In light of the developments, the Senate scrapped its plans to vote on Thomas' nomination that evening.